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Teatro Nazionale di Genova (IT) 10  -  11 . 11. 2023  
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Director Elli Papakonstantinou creates a musical queer version of Euripides’ The Bacchae, in which all forms of desire are
encouraged by the god Dionysus. The music was written by the charismatic performer Ariah Lester and the director has
been working in tandem with choreographers Cristophe Béranger & Jonathan Pranlas Descours.

The piece begins in a politically correct world with suffocating gender labels under the banner of freedom of expression. A
meteor called Dionysus is expected to collide and destroy the earth, but when Dionysus arrives, he instead calls for the
fulfillment of everyone’s deepest desires… 

For the creators of The Bacchae, the idea of queer is more than a set of personal preferences. It is an opportunity to look
at the world in a new way. Papakonstantinou delves into the famous Greek tragedy about Dionysus (God of wine and
pleasure) and uses it to cross all kinds of borders. Text-based theatre segues into musical theatre, opera and dance as a
result of her working with (opera) singers, including composer and performer Ariah Lester, while an interactive sound
design brings on stage a seismograph that registers the earth’s and dancers’ vibrations and transforms the stage into a
musical instrument: it is the pulse of the cosmos. 

THE BACCHAE

‘As a director, I follow the flows of text, live music, video art and dance insearch of a new performative language. This
piece lies at the intersection of these flows: queer is a new aesthetic; here I embrace pop, kitsch and high art
celebratingdiversity: I wish that my audience moves from the mind to the senses and is moved by the perplexity and
ambiguity ofdesire and sexuality. As sexuality and desire cannot be programmed or corrected, in my piece class struggle,
politics and aesthetic folly merge into a vortex: Dionysiac life itself.                                                                                                                                              Elli Papakonstantinou
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https://elli.site/projects/bacchae/
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THE PRESS
REVIEWS

“A commanding performance by Georgios Iatrou 
as a singing Tiresias in drag”

Laura Cappelle | THE NEW YORK TIMES (US)
 

The performance lifts off the ground and turns into an ecstatic burst of
energy that no longer speaks through the mind but acts directly on the
senses. It is rousing, sexual but above all suggestive, also because the

participants in this orgy rarely have contact with each other. All genres have
now been broken through: dance, theatre, literature, performance, film, pop,

classical opera.
Christian Weijts, DE GROENE AMSTERDAMMER (NL)

 
"Nietzsche, hard beats, and beautiful opera voices in a wild plea for

queerness. (...) A multicolored representation. There is beautiful opera
singing, raves, beats, there is noise ."

Wijbrand Schaap, CULTUURPERS (NL)
 

"Elli Papakonstantinou has created a contemporary adaptation, which is a
theatrical vortex, a performative and explosive mixture of genres. With her

impactful staging (...) this piece offers a powerful and exciting experience."                                  
 Federic Bonfils, FOUD’ART (FR)

 
“For Papakonstantinou, Euripides' play provides the frame for a proposal to
a joyful apocalypse. The show pulses and goes in all directions with such a
festive spirit (…) a bewilderment at the breach of theatrical follie, a baroque

Orlando furioso (...) as passion explodes through the skin, the bodies, the
pores, the emotions in disruption with the dominant culture, definitely the

patriarchal culture.”
 Luc Maechel, RACINE NOMADES (FR)

 
“The music, rock/contemporary, functions like a haunting rumor that splits

from operatic flights to pop songs appropriating the too much aspect of the
queer. A certainty: the undeniable talent of the artists on stage, singers,

performers that carry with their luminous and fully embodied presence, this
theatrical piece.”

Frégaville-Gratian d'Amore, L’ŒIL D’OLIVIER (FR)
 
 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/06/13/theater/holland-festival-susanne-kennedy-de-warme-winkel.html
https://www.groene.nl/artikel/de-oerlust-van-het-bestaan
https://cultureelpersbureau.nl/2023/05/the-bacchae-in-het-holland-festival-nietzsche-keiharde-beats-en-prachtige-operastemmen-in-een-wild-pleidooi-voor-queerness/
https://www.groene.nl/artikel/de-oerlust-van-het-bestaan
https://cultureelpersbureau.nl/2023/05/the-bacchae-in-het-holland-festival-nietzsche-keiharde-beats-en-prachtige-operastemmen-in-een-wild-pleidooi-voor-queerness/
https://racinesnomades.net/ephemerides/ephemeride-2023/#The-Bacchae
https://racinesnomades.net/ephemerides/ephemeride-2023/#The-Bacchae
https://www.loeildolivier.fr/2023/06/elli-papakonstantinou-artiste-grecque-par-essence/
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https://www.glamcult.com/articles/in-conversation-with-elli-papakonstantinou/?fbclid=IwAR1jgyPVHB6NZCOVphK53ZfGuYLE1D1J66KMlKsCmG7Z2lOS78UoXzoX49k
https://elle.gr/blogs/texni/elli-papakonstantinou-paramenei-dyskolo-gia-mia-gynaika-dimiourgo-na-protagonistei-ston-dimosio-kallitechniko-dialogo/
https://elle.gr/blogs/texni/elli-papakonstantinou-paramenei-dyskolo-gia-mia-gynaika-dimiourgo-na-protagonistei-ston-dimosio-kallitechniko-dialogo/


Concept / Art Direction: Elli Papakonstantinou
 

Text: Elli Papakonstantinou, Chloe Tzia Kolyri, Kakia Goudeli
 

Choreography: SINE QUA NON ART – Christophe Béranger & Jonathan Pranlas Descours
 

Original Songs & Music Composition: Ariah Lester
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Elli Papakonstantinou
Director

Internationally acclaimed theatre director Elli Papakonstantinou is an inspired orchestrator and visual artist, who
reshapes the classics’ works into innovative theatre experiences. Her work is conversing with myths and politics,
integrating and balancing topics that concern her as an artist. Restless and inexhaustibly productive, she has built an
extensive resume of striking performances and awards. She is the founder of the ODC Ensemble company. 

During the pandemic lockdown, she experimented with queer digital performance in the form of the “Theater of
Seclusion” (Traces of Antigone & Hotel AntiOedipus). She has also created in situ work on collective trauma at
concentration camps in Europe (Mauthausen, La Chartreuse/Camp des Milles, etc.). 

Her work has been presented at BAM NY (Brooklyn Academy of Music), IRCAM/Centre George Pompidou, Romaeuropa
Festival, Edinburgh Festival, Operadagen Festival, Aalborg Opera Festival, Copenhagen Opera Festival, Stanford
University, LaMaMa NY, National Theatre Genova, Neuköllner Oper Berlin and more. She has been commissioned by the
Dramaten, Royal Theatre of Sweden (2021), and European Capitals of Culture: Eleusis 2021 & 23, Valetta 2018, and Pafos
2017 , for large scale site specific productions.
I2021), and European Capitals of Culture (Eleusis 2021 & 23) and Valletta 2018 for large-scale site-specific productions.  

BIOS 

https://www.instagram.com/ellipapakonstantinou/?hl=el
https://www.facebook.com/elli.papakonstantinou.9
https://elli.site/
https://www.youtube.com/@ElliPapakonstantinouODC
https://elli.site/projects/traces-of-antigone/
https://elli.site/projects/hotel-antioedipus/


Ariah Lester 
Musician / Actor

Ariah Lester  Is a charismatic performer whose androgynous appearance and clear, versatile voice takes the audience
from one reality to another. With the greatest ease, he combines singing, dance, film, narration, fashion, visual arts and
music. His work is both soft and hard, masculine and feminine, private and universal, strange and familiar. Lester
studied visual arts, theatre and modern dance at the Escuela de Artes Plasticas Cristobal Rojas in Caracas. In 2016, he
graduated at the School for New Dance Development (SNDO) at the Academy of Theatre and Dance in Amsterdam. In
2017, he performed at TEDx Amsterdam. He is part of the duo Lester & Nikki together with musician Nicolas Blomberg.
Works the two collaborated on include The Wild Things (2016) and House (2016). Next to his performance work, he also
teaches at the SNDO. Migration and displacement are key words in his work.

BIOS 

@ María Teresa García



SINE QUA NON ART
Christophe Beranger, Jonathan Pranlas Descours 
Choreographers 

SINE QUA NON ART by choreographers Cristophe Béranger and Jonathan Pranlas Descours produces atypical creations
that anchor the imagination in the present. One comes from fine arts, went through theater before training dance at
P.A.R.T.S., the school founded in Brussels by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker. We find Jonathan Pranlas-Descours as a
performer in a specific project with Romeo Castellucci, Sasha Waltz, Hans Van Den Broeck, Mathilde Monnier … The
other, more stowed for the body, started at the Conservatory of La Rochelle. Christophe Béranger joined the National
Choreographic Center Ballet de Lorraine in 1992, where he was an interpreter, choreographer and artistic assistant for
22 seasons. In 2003, he received the knight of the Order of Arts and Letters for his contribution to the CCN and his
commitment to outreach activities. 

BIOS 

©Joerg Letz



OCD ENSEMBLE

ODC ENSEMBLE is an internationally acclaimed theater company established by director Elli Papakonstantinou. 
ODC Ensemble creates mostly hybrid performances, and provokes and inspires audiences with classic and
contemporary plays while emphasizing education. 

ODC Ensemble (1st Prize Award, BE Festival 2017 for the REP, UK, winner of the Music Theater NOW competition
2018)-19, has been funded by the Arts Council of Sweden, Great Britain and Denmark, the Hellenic Foundation of
Culture, and it has performed all around the globe: The Athens Festival (2012, 2016, 2017), The Cairo Opera (under the
auspices of the UN), Chashama Theatre, Times Square (NYC, USA), Edinburgh Festival (GB, 1998, 2004), Princeton
University (USA), La MaMa (NYC, USA) , 10th International Iraq Festival, Operadagen Festival (Rotterdam, NL), the
grand opening of the Library of Alexandria (Egypt), Neuköllner Oper Berlin (DE), Musikteatertage Festival  (Vienna,
AT), Copenhagen Opera Festival (DK), Aalborg  Opera Festival (DK), et al. 

In 2016 it participated in the Prague Quadrennial 2016 (CZ). ODC Ensemble has been commissioned by the 2021
European Capital of Culture Elefsina (“Louisette: The Backstage of Revolution”, an Athens Festival co- production),
the 2018 European Capital of Culture, Valleta (with the grand scale production “Kazin Barokk”) and the 2017
European Capital of Culture, Pafos.

In 2011 ODC Ensemble founded and directed “Vyrsodepseio”, an art space of collective expression and networking, a
vibrant hub that brought artists and citizens together until 2016.

 In October 2019, ODC Ensemble’s play “OEDIPUS: Sex With Mum was Blinding” had its world premiere at the
prestigious stage of BAM – Brooklyn Academy of Music (NY, USA) receiving rave reviews. The show continues its
international tour.

BIOS 

A Θeatre in times of crisis: Elli Papakonstantinou & Odc Ensemble / Vyrsodepseio by Nefeli editions, 2017 
Catalogue of the official Hellenic participation at the PQ15  
Reception Studies: Greece and Rome, Lorna Hardwick, by Oxford University Press, New York, 2003.   

Publications about the work of ODC 

'For all the young people who live in the same city, for Elli Papakonstantinou and her associates, for artists and
audiencesalike, exists here, no matter what, the bustle of an ancient and timeless journey, that speaks of personal
and political awareness.'        
                                                                                                                                           Grigoris Ioannidis, Theater Professor & Critic                                          

 



As a director, I follow the flows of text, live music, video art and dance in search of a new performative language. This
piece lies in the intersection of these flows: queer is a new aesthetic: a pop piece with classical operatic bursts, a dance
piece with steadiness in its heart, a cinematic concert: it is a Greek tragedy in the metaverse. 

As a writer, I plunge into the myth, into the unresolved world of desire and of the mythical atrocities. The piece sets off
in a neofuturistic politically correct world, where people live according to a set of rules in a hyper realistic house. It is a
melancholic world of gender micro labeling and asphyxia that is interpreted as freedom of expression. Servants and
rich masters expect the meteorite “Dionysus” to hit and destroy earth.“Dionysus” arrives and advocates the fulfillment
of their deepest desires. 

What does it mean to "queer" the world around us? How is the mainstream codification of GLBT identity as a new
gender norm come into question? How do our notions of orientation inform our politics-and vice versa? 

Ranging from the theoretical to the playfully personal, the piece attempts to explore the possibilities of the concept of
"queering," turning the dominant, and largely heteronormative, structures of belief and identity inside out. Ranging in
topic from the economy to politics, social structures, sexual practice, interpersonal relationships, and beyond, the piece
suggests that queering might be more than a set of personal preferences-pointing toward the possibility of an entirely
new way of viewing the world. Over and above us. Open to Animals, to Things. 

A real seismograph on stage throughout the show monitors the Earth’s & the dancers’ vibrations and triggers a sound
environment that is processed in real time (created especially for this piece). The stage floor is a musical instrument: it
is the Pulse of the Kosmos. 

We zoom into the matter itself, we zoom out onto the kosmos. This work takes the form of a moving painting (live
cameras), a visual concert where music is visuals and vice versa. 

The methodology involves physical and political experimentation on behalf of the performers: 'Why not walk with the
head,see with the skin, breathe with the belly, Simple Thing, Entity, Full Body, Skin Vision, Love, Experimentation'
(Deleuze).

Here are some tools to navigate through the creation of this piece: 

                                                  Elli Papakonstantinou

DIRECTOR'S
NOTE

“I loved that piece and am most grateful to you for bringing it into English and other languages.
It is socially powerful and wonderfully experimental. It moved me and allowed me to feel most
grateful for feminist art projects that link our rage with solidarity. A million thanks!”

                                                                     Judith Butler on Elli Papakonstantinou's Traces of Antigone

https://elli.site/projects/traces-of-antigone/


ABOUT ELLI'S WORK
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https://www.svd.se/a/PoaEMb/ironiska-fallosar-i-bildrik-klassikerlek
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https://abundolive.se/event/stockholm/alkestis
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2021 I ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU - “ALKESTIΣ”, world premiere at DRAMATEN-The Royal Dramatic Theatre, in collaboration with The Royal Swedish Opera
FULL SHOW – “ALKESTIS” https://vimeo.com/759085312/4861cee96a 
TRAILER -“ALKESTIΣ” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x9CX1VvL55o 

2020 I ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU - Traces d'Antigone, performance physical and digital, presented live via ZOOM platform
FULL SHOW (compilation digital and physical): https://vimeo.com/665675091/16a2f4aed2
DIGITAL TRAILER-Traces Of Antigone https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y6ltVw6DG4  

2019-20 I  ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU - Oedipus: Sex with Mum was Blinding, Fulbright Artist Award,  BAM (Brooklyn Academy of Music) theatre, NY (USA)
FULL SHOW - Oedipus: Sex with Mum was Blinding https://vimeo.com/369865563  
TRAILER - Oedipus: Sex with Mum was Blinding https://vimeo.com/352347355
Password: OedipusForFestivals

2019-20 I ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU- The Kindly Ones, presented at Mauthausen concentration Camp Memorial, Austria. 
TRAILER - The Kindly Ones https://vimeo.com/383165121
FULL SHOW – The Kindly Ones https://vimeo.com/369859857 Password: Mauthausen–Gusen
Tour
Mauthausen Memorial, Festival der Regionen 2019 (AU), 29 June - 02 July 2019 [Premiere] 
La Strada Graz Festival 2020 (AU), July 2020
Centre National De l’ Écriture (FR), October 2020 
Avignon Festival 2021 (FR), July 2021 
Operadagen Festival, Copenhagen (DK), 19.05.2019
Aischylia Festival, Elefsina (GR), 09.09.2019
Dimitria Festival, Thessaloniki Concert Hall (GR), 07-08.10.2019 

   

ELLI
PAPAKONS
TANTINOU 
SELECTED WORK
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2018-20 I ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU - The Cave, 1st Prize Award, Music Theater NOW competition (organized by Operadagen Festival, Rotterdam/Prototype
Festival, NYC, USA / Shanghai Festival/Beijing Festival) 
TRAILER https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZGbrZnDKCf4
FULL SHOW - THE CAVE https://vimeo.com/300060725 Password: caveforfestivals
Tour
Technis Theatre, Athens (GR), 31.01-11.02.2018
BE Festival, Birmingham (UK), 07.07.2018
Operafestival, Folketeatret, Copenhagen (DK), 07.08.2018
Operafestival,Teater Nordkraft, Aalborg (DK), 09-10.08.2018
Athens Concert Hall - Megaron, Athens (GR), 09-10.10.2018
Monitor Fest, Herakleion (GR), 12 & 13.10.2018,

2015-2020 I ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU - REVOLT ATHENΣ, presented at the EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT FOR CULTURE, 1st Prize Award for the BE Festival,
Birmingham Repertory Theater (UK), Special Mention PUF Festival
FULL SHOW- REVOLT ATHENΣ https://vimeo.com/173703832 Password: elli2016 
TRAILER - REVOLT ATHENΣ https://vimeo.com/179918124 
Tour
Antic Theatre Barcelona (SP), February 2015
 Musiktheatertage Festival Vienna (AU), September 2015 
Neuköllner Oper Berlin (GE) November 6/7 2015, (GE) & Workshop November 7 
FΑΚΙ Festival Zagreb (CR), 28 May 2016 
Athens & Epidaurus Festival (GR), 15 & 16 June 2016
Operadagen Festival, Rotterdam, (HL) 12 & 13 May 2017
presented for THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT FOR CULTURE
BE Festival, Birmingham (UK), 7 July 2017 - awarded with the 
“1st Prize Award Supported by Birmingham Repertory Theatre” 
Acco International Festival, Israel (IL) , 7-10 October
 BE Festival, Birmingham (UK), 3 July 2018 A
nalogio Festival, Athens (GR), 23 September 2018
New Drama Festival, Bratislava (SK), 9 May 2019

ELLI
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SELECTED WORK
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ODC ENSEMBLE / ELLI
PAPAKONSTANTINOU

THE BACCHAE
DIRECTED BY ELLI PAPAKONSTANTINOU

  
 

In co-production with: La Filature, Scène
Nationale Mulhouse (FR), Holland Festival
(NL), Festival de Marseille (FR), Athens
Epidaurus Festival (GR), Festival La Strada
Graz (AT), Romaeuropa Festival (IT), Teatro
Nazionale di Genova (IT)

Residency: Espace des Arts, Scène Nationale
Chalon-Sur-Saône (FR)

 
Supported by: The Greek Ministry of Culture



For any enquiries, please contact: 
odcensembleoffice@gmail.com

elli.site 
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